
VORTEX VX-3 FLUID ASSIST® Commercial Group Rower

Motorised Fluid Resistance from the Wireless Handle

Adjust the 20 levels of fluid resistance without taking your hands off the handle so you 
never miss a stroke.

Wireless adjustment built into the handle - change 
levels with simple POS (+) and NEG (-) buttons.

The VX-3 Fluid Assist® adjusts Fluid Resistance levels via wireless controls built into the handle. POS (+) and NEG (-) buttons automatically control the motor built 

into the tank. Increase your workload at the press of a button and experience the same natural resistance you’d feel while rowing on water. The Vortex VX-3 Fluid 

Assist® is the perfect rower for high-end fitness centres, group training rower classes, HIIT sessions or the rowing enthusiast who never wants to miss a stroke.
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Wireless adjustment 
built into the handle

Integrated 
performance 
monitor 

Advanced 
heel capture

Transport wheels Extra long 
frame

Textured finish to 
prevent slipping

Seat at office 
chair height

Fluid Assist® motorised 
20 levels of resistance 
patented Twin Tank

Air glide  
seat rollers

The instant catch and consistent resistance of stroke with FDF’s patented fluid innovation 

technology will trick your senses into thinking you are propelling a boat through water. 



FITNESS PRODUCTS 
INSPIRED BY ATHLETES 
FOR ALL FITNESS LEVELS

Fitness products made by FDF are inspired by real life. From rowing a 
boat on water to running or cycling your favourite track, our designs are 
engineered to simulate exercise you’re passionate about.

FDF’s Fluid Resistance, a unique water resistance technology, underpins 
our diverse range of full body fitness solutions. With Fluid Resistance you 
can row harder, train smarter and build strength faster. 

Distributed in every continent across the globe, our FluidRower, 
FluidPowerZone and ergometer ranges are loved by athletes, sports 
trainers, medical professionals and health conscious individuals. We’re 
passionate about our brand and we stand behind the craftsmanship of 
every fitness machine we make.

ABOUT FIRST DEGREE FITNESS

VORTEX VX-3 FLUID ASSIST®PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

+  Wireless resistance change with industry-first Smart Handle

+  20 levels of patented variable Fluid Resistance to sustain any challenge

+  Fluid Assist® motorised resistance control with easy ‘power-on’ function

+  Extra-long anodised, aluminium seat rails to accommodate the tallest of users

+  Ergonomic seat positioned at office chair height for ease of access, with optional back support

+  Air glide low friction seat rollers for safer and smoother action

+  Sliding footplates with advanced heel capture to support leg drive

+  Single 6V external PSU

+  Compact footprint – 2,510mm x 1,420mm, or upright 855mm x 820mm

COMMERCIAL 
BUILT FOR 
ATHLETES 
AND GROUP 
TRAINING  Quick Start Function With USB Connectivity Wireless Smart HandleFluid Assist® Motorised Resistance Control Optional Back Support


